Siblings
A mother was speaking to me recently about her two young sons, aged 3 and 5, who
were at that moment out in the back garden bickering over toys. She mother went into
the garden and admonished the younger boy, “You are almost four, now share.” The
older child then hit the younger child and the mother the raised her voice and said,
“Don’t hit… you have to love your little brother.”
I realized how a stage was being set for the parent to develop a rivalry between the
children with toys viewed as a valuable and limited resource. What is sought by parents
though, is some form of sibling harmony, not rivalry. This is easier said than done but
sometimes a change of emphasis can turn conflict into some form of co-operation.
Children go through developmental stages where at one stage they are almost
incapable of sharing, to the next stage, when they finally develop an ability to share. In
developmental terms these stages are described as parallel play and cooperative play.
Parallel play is most common in two to three year olds. The main feature of parallel
play is that the child tends to play alone, even though the child may be with other
children. For instance, give a two to three year old a ball and they will happily roll it
around by themselves but will likely be unable to enjoy rolling it back and forth with
another child.
Cooperative play comes around four years of age and is usually well developed in the
five year old child. Give these children a ball and they can happily roll it between
themselves and take turns using it.
Thus pre-school siblings who are close in age may find themselves in conflict. When at
play, the younger will have difficulty sharing and because of this the elder may become
upset. The issue isn’t love or rivalry though. The issue is one where each child is at a
different developmental level. Placing the problem into a context of sibling rivalry only
creates a problem where it doesn’t have to exist.
The solution is to explain to the older child that the younger hasn’t yet learned to
share. In doing this two things happen, the older child is praised for knowing more
and encouraged to teach the younger child rather then compete with the younger child.
The older child can be commended for having learned to share and can also be
commended for having patience with the younger sibling until the skill of sharing has
been learned.
Helping the elder sibling place the issue in developmental terms helps release bad
feelings the older child may have been harboring. Their sibling is no longer seen as
bad, just younger. Further, the older sibling can be encouraged to share their toys with
their younger sibling to help teach or role model how to share. Now, instead of
developing sibling rivalry, the parent encourages cooperation and understanding in the
older sibling, thus helping to develop empathy and caring.
As for the younger child, this child can be encouraged by the parent to share and take
turns with the toys. Depending on the age of the younger child, it may be necessary for
the parent to take the toy away and give it to the older child to have a turn. It is

important that the parent take this action and not the older child. The parent has
legitimate authority to make the decision whereas the older child does not. Further, in
taking the toy from the younger, the parent should tell the child, “Time to share… It’s
your brother’s or sister’s turn.” Thus, play or use of the toy is a parental decision and
not something the younger child can hold against the older child.
As both children grow and develop, both can achieve cooperative play. Because the
parent will have encouraged empathy and cooperation in the older child, both may
learn to share well between themselves without parental intervention. The children’s
relationship can remain intact. This is sibling harmony and the way to a lifelong
mutually supportive sibling relationship.
Assume your children love each other… Now just teach them how to get along.
Understanding developmental differences is the first step towards sibling harmony.
***

I found myself saying to my partner recently that no little child between the ages of 3
and 6 should be confronted, scolded, or given-out to between the times of six and
eight p.m.! Most parents will realize that between these times very small children
grow very tiered, cranky, and impatient. The child can be a perfect well behaved child
throughout the day but by close of day their little brains and their weary hearts grow
fatigued with the daily task of being a patient understanding student of life. It is also
the imte of day when parents are beginning to feel the same pinch. After a long day of
work followed by the need to prepare and tidy up after meals most parents are wanting
a needing down-time of some sort.
So the parents fatigue collides with the little child’s fatigue and the force of impact is
doubled. Therefore I would recommend any parent to consider the 6 to 8 shift as a
time requiring a different approach.
With a household of children, teenagers, and parents ritual and routine are essential to
eliminate arguments and misunderstandings. Small children need a routine for going to
bed, teenagers need a routine for tidying up after meals, having a little time ot realx,
and starting homework. Parents need a routine that enables them to know what they
need to do in this two hour time slot so that parents don’t start bickeing between
themselves.
Allied to routine is the need to practice the skills of encouragement, request-making,
and non-angry assertiveness are important. Instead of shouting at a three-year old to
stop emptying her toy box the parent, during this time, needs to go and assertively help
the child to focus on their next task.

